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AUTHORITIES GEAR PLATE CARRIER





ultra-strong
highest quality materials
many different material
options available
customization available

AUTHORITIES GEAR PLATE CARRIER is functional, lightweight
plate carrier for standard ballistic SAPI (The Small Arms Protective
Insert) plates. The Plate Carrier will fit standard 10" x 12"(25 x 30cm)
ballistic plates and 6" x 6" (15 x15 cm) side plates from level NIJIIIA
soft plates to level NIJIV Standalone plates.
The plate carrier is equipped with customized PALS cuts all around
the vest for securing your favourite equipment with MOLLE/PALS
compatible holsters and pouches from any manufacturer. Naturally
all AUTHORITIES GEAR HOLDERS will fit perfectly.
The Plate Carrier is planned taken in consideration also worst-case
scenarios. It has built in quick release system and evacuation handle
for your safety. The plate carrier is equipped with removable side
plate pouches that you can attach or detach based on threat level
and your operational requirements. Package includes two sets of
shoulder padding. Thin ones that you can use with lighter plates and
thicker ones to be used if threat level is increased and heavier plates
must be used.
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